Using Clickers in the Classroom

The *i*>clicker* classroom response technology is available in lecture halls, auditoriums, and some classrooms.

For a list of locations with *i*>clickers*, visit [www.cmu.edu/computing/mediatech/clickers/](http://www.cmu.edu/computing/mediatech/clickers/), navigate to Classroom Support and view the classroom location.

Using a Laptop

**Important:** The *i*>clicker* software MUST be loaded on your laptop prior to class.

1. Connect your laptop. Refer to the Laptop section for steps.
2. Connect the **purple CLICKER cable** to your laptop’s USB port.
3. Launch the *i*>clicker* software from your laptop to begin your session.

For detailed instructions on using Clickers visit [www.cmu.edu/teaching/clickers/](http://www.cmu.edu/teaching/clickers/).